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Re-Visions presents 34 repainted, revised, or completely original 
mixed media works that have evolved out of the earlier “Slavic,” 

“Paternity,” “Albino,”and “Found Ground” series by M. Certo. 

Work is only available for private viewing with the artist by appointment.

Re*VISIONS



Re-Visions is an exhibition which grew out of a mature 
artist’s need to revise works created over the past decade.
For all the people who have collected my paintings in the 
past it is an opportunity to peek into the studio and go 
home with a small product of a lifetime of passionate 
dedication to art making. The intense process of creating
gives me immense pleasure, even when it involves the 
daily struggle within the esoteric world of my studio.
I will always paint, as long as I’m breathing because for 
me it remains the most sublime means of expressing
human existence.

          M. Certo



every foot that walked a path left a telegram written in the stone, 15”x 24” $400

wheels of circumstance meet the grammar of motion, 24”x 27” $600

exhibition catalogue 



Slavic series revision #1- #6, 12”x 12” $250 each



Slavic series revision #7- #12, 12”x 12” $250 each



Slavic series revision #13- #14, 12”x 12” $250 each

not a bomb, 32.5”x 35” $750



like a meteor collects in its gravity only the sum of flight, weighing nothing finally but arrival, 
48”x 33.5” $1500



Cape of the Demonstrable, 20”x 32” $500

yurt of eternal longing, 22”x 17.5” $400



MINIATURES 

miniatures #1, 7”x 6” $50 miniatures #2, 8.5”x 6” $60

miniatures #3, 7”x 6” $50 miniatures #4, 9”x 5.5” $60



miniatures #5, 8”x 8” $75

miniatures #6, 5.5”x 7” $50
miniatures #7, 5.5”x 7” $50

miniatures #8, 5.5”x 7.5” $50 miniatures #9, 6”x 8” $60



Baltic serenade, 11.5”x 12” $250

Antinomian Panorama, 18”x 25” $400



a semblance of alphabet takes species across the sentence of the horizon, 20”x 25” $500

hemisphere corpus, 13”x 15.75” $300



All works are mixed media on board. Copyrighted by the artist and 
cannot be used or reproduced without permission from M. Certo. © 2011.

three horizons past moon and touch, 30.5”x 15” $400


